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Learn economics through real business examples.  Hubbard/O&#39;Brien explains the basics of

economics by demonstrating how real businesses use economics to make real decisions everyday.

This is something all readers can connect to, as they encounter businesses in their daily lives. And

regardless of future career pathâ€“opening an art studio, doing social work, trading on Wall Street,

working for the government, or bartending at the local pubâ€“readers will benefit from understanding

the economic forces behind their work.
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Currently the Russell L. Carson Professor of Economics and Finance at the Graduate School of

Business, and the Professor of Economics in the Department of Economics at Columbia University,

Glenn Hubbard received his B.A. and B.S. from the University of Central Florida and A.M. and Ph.D.

in economics from Harvard University, where he was honored with both National Science

Foundation and Alfred P. Sloan Foundation fellowships. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

I rented this book for a semester and the policy says, limit writing in the book, no stains or water

damage, and no smoking. The book has a nasty stain and mild wild damage, more than a little

writing in it to say the least, and it smells like an ash tray. As a non-smoking household I pretty

much have to keep the book in a sealed bag so I can't smell it across the room, when I use it I have



to wash my hands after. I guess we'll see what the rest of my rental books look like now that the

semester is starting.

Great book!

I'm the professor who lost his book and am here buying a replacement. This is the best undergrad

intro macro text out there. Leans almost exclusively toward positivist economic analysis, leaving the

normative indoctrination stuff for Krugman, et.al., allowing undergrads to formulate their own actual

opinions (What an amazing concept for postsecondary education!).

This book is very simple, concise and to the point. I think the authors wrote it with the college

student in mind. Economics may not be the easiest to understand but this book really does a good

job in example the key principles of macroeconomics. They also use examples throughout the text

that really help put things into perspective in the real world. Definitely a must have!

great

Good

A little difficult to understand and the clearness of the macroeconomics was a little bit to over my

head.

No complaints, the book's conditions were just as described.
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